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About DeepStorage
DeepStorage, LLC. is dedicated to revealing the deeper truth about storage, networking 
and related data center technologies to help information technology professionals de-
liver superior services to their users and still get home at a reasonable hour. 

DeepStorage Reports are based on our hands-on testing and over 25 years of experience 
making technology work in the real world.

Our philosophy of real world testing means we configure systems as we expect most 
customers will use them thereby avoiding “Lab Queen” configurations designed to maxi-
mize benchmark performance. 

This report was sponsored by Amplidata. However, DeepStorage always retains final 
editorial control over our publications. 
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The Bottom Line
Amplidata’s Amplistor scale-out object storage system establishes a new 
standard for object storage performance and data protection.  Amplidata’s 
BitSpread erasure codes provide significantly higher data protection levels 
than more traditional RAID and object replication schemes up to 15 nines 
availability.

We visited Amplidata’s Lochristi Belgium headquarters and tested the 
performance and resiliency of an Amplistor system with 846TB of raw capacity 
across 24 storage nodes.  

The Amplistor system:

●  Routinely delivered just under 3 Gigabytes per second of sustained 
aggregate throughput from a single system, requiring less than one 
data center rack.

● Delivered single controller get and put throughput of over 950MBps 
essentially saturating the 10Gbps 

● Delivered aggregate throughput of over 2900MBps across three 
controller with is more than 90% linear scalability

● Single object read (GET) performance of over 300MBps, and 
write (PUT) performance over 350MBps  more than twice what a 
replication based system can deliver

● Maintained 90% GET and 86% of PUT performance while 
reconstructing data while rebuilding 55 simultaneous disk failures 
out of a pool of 288 disk drives (19% of the drives)
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Introduction
The rapid growth in unstructured data over the past decade has exposed limitations in 
traditional file systems. Scale-out object storage systems that use HTTP and/or RESTful 
get and put semantics and unique object identifiers rather than file locations within a 
hierarchical folder structure have evolved to support storage environments with mil-
lions of files and/or petabytes of data that exceed the abilities of standard file systems.

Rather than layering object storage on RAID for data protection most object storage 
systems replicate data objects to multiple storage nodes. While replication is effective 
it requires a lot of disk space and network bandwidth between the nodes in the storage 
system.  Protecting a data object against just 2 disk failures requires enough disk space 
to store three copies of the object which can be a significant cost for users with petabytes 
of data.,

This reliance on object replication, along with other architectural limitations such as 
complex data storage APIs, limited the performance of object storage systems relegat-
ing them to applications with limited performance requirements such as compliance 
archives. 

Amplidata’s Amplistor is a next generation object store using sophisticated erasure 
codes (BitSpread) that spreads data objects across multiple storage nodes to provide 
higher levels of performance and data protection than either object replication or RAID.

The Amplistor System
Amplistor is a scale-out object storage system using industry standard x86 servers in a 
RAIN (Redundant Array of Independent Nodes) architecture.  An Amplistor system has 
three or more controller nodes which provide a simple RESTful interface to the storage 
provided by the system, calculate the BitSpread erasure coding to protect data and dis-
tribute the data across the low power storage nodes which hold the data.

BitSpread Erasure Coding

Amplidata’s BitSpread erasure coding uses sophisticated math to provide a higher level 
of data protection with significantly lower overhead than replication.  Incoming data 
objects are broken down into data stripes, as in a RAID system. Rather than calculat-
ing a single parity stripe and storing it with the data BitSpread creates a group of data 
shards each of which contains both a portion of the data encoded and somewhat expand-
ed with error correcting codes (ECC). 

When an Amplistor administrator creates a name space they specify both how many, 
up to 20, data shards, which Amplidata calls the spread width, should be stored for 
each data stripe and how many of these data shards can be lost, safety in Amplidata’s 
parlance, without effecting data availability. A policy of 20 shards that can survive four 
disk failures, abbreviated as 20/4, can recover the original data from any 16 data shards 
while using just 1.43 times as much disk space as the original data. Providing a similar 
level of data protection using replication would store five copies of each object using 3.5 
times as much disk space. 
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If the system is large enough to have more storage nodes than the number of shards 
specified by the policy each shard is written to a different storage node, if not each shard 
is written to a different disk drive across the available storage nodes. 

A single Amplistor system can span multiple racks within a data center or even mul-
tiple dispersed data centers and the BitSpread logic can distribute data shards across 
both racks and data centers.  A policy of 18/7 spread across three data centers would be 
able to survive the loss of one of the three data centers and still have the data protected 
against a drive or node failure while using only 1.87 times as much disk space data.

What We Did
We ran a long series of performance tests on an Amplistor system consisting of three 
controller nodes each with dual Xeon E5-2650 8-core processors and 24 of Amplidata’s 
new 1U AS36 storage nodes. Each AS36 uses a low power Xeon E3-1220LV2 CPU to 
manage twelve 3TB disk drives for 36TB of raw capacity. The total system had 864TB of 
disk space.  

The controller nodes were connected to each other and the management system used in 
our testing through a front-end 10Gbps Ethernet. The controllers were connected to the 
storage nodes through two private Ethernet switches. Each storage node had a 1Gbps 
connection to each of the two back-end networks while each controller had a 10Gbps 
connection to the back-end switches uplink ports.

To simplify the logistics of shipping and configuring a system of this size we ran our 
tests at Amplidata’s headquarters in Lochristi Belgium.  We insisted, and verified, that 
the system was reset to the default out of box state before testing began.

Since there are no standard benchmarks for object storage systems we tested the 
Amplistor system using Python scripts created by Amplidata. The scripts created or 
retrieved a specified number of data objects of a specified size with each object contain-
ing random data reporting back the elapsed time and system throughput in MBps. We 
verified that the scripts actually wrote the data objects they were supposed to by exam-
ining random objects we also verified the elapsed time reported by the scripts using a 
stopwatch.
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Figure 1: The Test Environment

Our testing included writing, and reading back, objects of different sizes to the storage 
system using just one of the system’s three controllers with varying numbers of paral-
lel data streams, We then repeated many of the tests using all three controllers  As the 
Amplistor system is generally used for rich media, medical images and similar large 
objects supporting many users at the same time we were most interested in aggregate 
write performance across multiple parallel streams.  
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What We Found
The Amplistor system was able to ingest moderately large (64 MiB) data objects at close 
to line rate when we generated more than a few parallel data streams.  
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Figure 2: Throughput  at Varying Parallelism 

Number of 
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PUT 1 
Controllers

Put 3 
Controllers

Scale 
Linearity

Get 1 
Controller

1 72 201 93.06% 123
16 770 883
32 869 2497 95.89% 965
64 953 2906 101.64% 980

128 984 2860 96.88% 966
192 1033 2802 90.42% 973
256 1045 2934 93.59% 958
512 1042 964

Note that the 1000+ MBps throughput the system achieved with 64 or more streams of 
data essentially saturates the 10Gbps network connection.
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Figure 3: Throughput at various object sizes

Even though we were more interested in aggregate write performance single object read 
performance is also important.  After all as far as an individual user is concerned perfor-
mance is how quickly they can get the file they’re interested in. Retrieving 64MB objects 
from the Amplistor system we could read data at 123MBps. The system was even faster 
reading large objects delivering 1GB objects at 321MBps, and writes of 1GB objects at 
379MBps.

Systems using object replication have to deliver large objects to users reading the object 
from a single SATA drive which can only deliver about 125MBps of sustained through-
put.

While fresh out of the box performance is important in our careers we’ve seen too many 
storage systems that start to bog down, especially in write performance, as they fill up.  
We wrote over 500TB of random data to the Amplistor system until it was 85% full and 
then repeated some of our single controller performance testing   As you can see in the 
chart below the Amplistor system retained over 95% of its write performance when 85% 
full, a significant achievement.
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Figure 4: Performance when 85% full

We were also interested in how well the system performed when in a degraded mode.  
Many storage systems take a significant performance hit when running with a failed 
component especially when rebuilding their RAID or other data protection schemes. 
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Figure 5: Performance when degraded

To test the system’s performance when degraded we disabled four storage nodes and 
seven disk drives scattered across the remaining storage nodes.  We then repeated the 
multi-controller put and get scenarios with 64MB objects and 128 parallel streams of 
data. We then manually triggered the data repair process, which Amplistor runs daily 
be default, and repeated our performance testing while the repair was in progress. As 
you can see from the chart above the system maintained 94% of its normal performance 
when degraded and 85% of its normal performance while regenerating BitSpread data.


